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THE DETECTION OF LEAKS ON SODIUM PIPES
IN A"LEAK BEFORE BREAK" APPROACH
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•

The operation of circuits containing liquid sodium requires, -..-giuen.ibe
chemical affinity of this fluid for air and water - , a reliable detection of
possible leaks. ' .

This system of detection should alert the operators to the occurence of a
leak in sufficient time to limit the potential consequencss of a discharge
of sodium in the building, leading to a severe sodium fire or at least to ait
ewtendsd corrosion of the pipe system.

On a design point of uieu.«, the most, likely euentteading to this situation
can be the consequence of an initial undetected defectlutoch dsitetops
under the effect of therrno-mechanical loadings, produces a sodium leak
below the detection threshold, remains undetectable u>hite progressitrg
and finally leads to a guillotine-type rupture umen an incidental laadmg is
surimposed to the normal one.

The "leak before break" approach u>hich is now currently introduced in
design considerations consists in insuring the detection &f incipient ,
ieaks corresponding to through- the- wsH cracks wait below
instahi/itg otr the pipe. Under this short statement, lies a considerable
and still necessary effort of research broadly presented in the present
paper. ,

1. INTRODUCTION

Tin? programme*related to the "leak detectinn before an uncontrolled
feilure of a piping system" is orfsnted in ths folisiying dirscticns :

I'll) To define and quantify the initial typical defects lynicii mag lead
to a teak, ,

!3i To deuefop computational techniques for describing the euoiution
of these initial defects towards a through-the-unai! crack, taking into
consideration the uarious normal and incidental loadings,

\t\ To assess the Jaek floui rate corresponding to a giuen crack,
tC) To appraise the corrosion sffzcts winch may appear on ths

aKternai side of the pipe u>hen the leaking sodium interacts u'ith the air,
mon? 3r !sss confined by the pipe equipment,

i.£.I To dei'efon jde.'iuats !eak u'^tectcrs !i»}ijch can insure the
detection of looks before an unstabte situation is "reached due to the
euoiutijn of *hs crack itseff or to the external corrosion of the pipe.



To this list of topics, one must add :
IF) To irnproue - i f necessary- the inspection techniques during

construction if the analysis comes to the conclusion that they are not
suitable to detect the initial defects which may lead to a leak,

(G) To improve the operational regulations in order to avoid leaks
hairing other origins, for instance corrosion cracking as a consequence of
a former sodium/water reaction in a steam generator unit, or of a badly
e«ecuted repair on the circuit. One. can think also of other human errors...

(H) To perform detailed analyses of the leaks which really happen on
experimental loops or on reactors in order to draw the attention on the
efforts still necessary in the design and on the operational regulations.

(0 To investigate the "hoyond-design" situations, if still any, leading
to an extended sodium fire and assess the corresponding input data.

fill this research work must be performed in a well coherent programme
in order to meet the safety requirements related to this "leak before
break" strategy. However one must keep in mind that in the case of
pool-type LMFBRs, no radiological consequence is ewpected from a sodium
fire happening on a secondary circuit, if the design of the whole plant
avoids any massive interaction with the primary circuit.

This paper wil l be mainly denote^ to the topics (B) to (£) covering the
research activities where a large amount of work is in progress or still
necessary. The topic tfl) may be considered as the output of the whole
programme since the values of initial "critical" defects wil l result from
the combined analyses in structural mechanics and leak detection
performance and from the comparison to "credible" defects related to
control methods.

2. THE MECHRNICS OF CRBCKS

2.1. Objectives

Given an initial defect at some location of the sodium circuit, either
undetected or undetectable by the available methods of inspection, one
must be able to compute Us growth during plant operation, taking into
account a consistent set of thermal and mechanical loads. The loads are
selected among the "design basis" ones, including normal, upset,
emergency and faulted conditions.

In addition io the difficulty to define ine initial "credible" defect, two
other difficulties must be overcome :

First, the well-known computational techniques developed for
fracture mechanic analysis.do not apply directly to LMFBRs. where thin
structures of highly uuiUie materials at high temperature are found.
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Secondly, in order to assess t!"~ crack behaviour, one must quantify the
total stress applied to the defect:

(a) membrane stresses induced locally by the overall mechanical and
thermal loads : weight, thermal eHpansion, pressure, prestress loading,
dynamic effects, etc... These stresses can be rather easily defined and
taken into account in computations.

(b)'stresses due to thermal shocks, giving rise- to steep temperature
distribution across tfte pipe wal l : even if their assessment is easy, their
effect on crack propagation is not obuious : .

If we consider for instance a cold thermal shock on a hot pipe, without
any other load, the temperature difference dT induces tensile stresses on
the inner side of the pipe and compressiue stresses on the outer part as
indicated on the figure 1. fl priori, this (theoretical) case may lead to a
circumferential progression of the crack, the radial progression being
stopped halfway across the thickness. It is clear that this half-guillotine
situation can be unstable if additional loads come from any incidental or
accidental event..

(c) residual stresses at weld locations may be considered as
sustained stresses liable to act in creep situations. In particular,
circumferential welds may induce compresslve stresses on the eutemat
part of the pipe and thus have the same effect as the above thermal
loads on the radial progression of the crack.

Therefore, one of th& main objectives of the works related to this
"structural mechanics" topic (B) mill be to demonstrate that this
theoretical case cannot be met in an actual situation when, for instance,
plastic strains at the trapk tip and real loads are taken into account.

Rnother objective of the computatipnal techniques to develop will be to
give an evaluation of the crack geometry when a sodium leak will start.
This point makes a link with the research works covered by the topic (C).

2.2. The FORTUNR test facility

The test sample is a cylindrical pipe section (252-mm diameter, t.5 m high,
12 mm thick) in 3T6L stainless steel. In fact, t!ie sample consists in two
half-cylinders welded along their cross sections, at mid-plane. Incipient
cracks can be located at various vertical or circumferential positions,
especially near the central weld. These cracks are produced by notches
SeSectraerosion) on which an incipient propagation is started by
preliminary fatigue loading on an oul-of-sodium press.

The sample is mounted, as indicated on the figure 2, in the upper part of a
large reservoir containing "cold" sodium. Near the sample, a small
amount of sodium can be heated. It is thermally insulated from the
sodium of ihe reservoir.
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Tiyo sets of loading parameters can be applied to the sample :

(a) thermal shocks, by pumping "cold" sodium into the sample with
an electromagneticpump> the eHternal zone remaining "hot".

(b) membrane stresses by means of a tensile machine applying
off-anis loads: this configuration induces meridian compressiue or
tensile-stresses dependin§ on the §eneratriH.

flt .present: time* preliminary tests haire been performed on a dummy
sample in- order to me3s*ree?iiie^temperaturedrstrfoutions during the
theratojsfeocfcsifttest sectionis JjetoginialteAiiiiihliJjo notches located
on the 'internal surface of the cyiinder, at too drfferent leueis on the
same generatrm This generatrm isat tbB:a2iroaths» position
correspoiHimg?*osthe mammam tensile memhrahe stress. Tests mill start
soon on the sodiwrn resenwiir.

In parallel, the computattanai technrques ere Iming improved.
Pre-calculatioDsitn&e beeapmtfmmvflwnHm |rtanj»ed eHperiment j ) ].

3. LERK FLO1O BflTETHftOlieH CMCKS

The fteu) rate of the socjram througb: the crock depends certainly on the
crack configuration and on the loading applied. Hoitteuer, turn other
factors at least mag haye an effect on this flou> rate :

ial the neot insulator u.ihen it is directly in contact lyitb the pipe mali
(b) the slon» combustion of the sodiuirrurith the sir coming through

the pipe equipment, which may generate local deposits on the crack as
the result of the reaction of sodium ••air + insulator, with possible
plugging or enlarging effects;

These ttyo factors are currentlg Ignored n»hen the main concern is to
" assess ih&mammum flow rate oming rise ts a sodium fire. On the
contrary, in @ Itak-befoie-break apprqech, one haue to estimate th?

Hew rtttta orttr4a bt eonstruitiui en the Berfermancs of tft?

thit ptrtfeyfer tepif mu«r&# fHimintd in ei§§§ rsnneetion
f te&ic (II 'Ksrasftirftlttid te pipe iquipmtn\, df eeursg, it is g]«@

ne^89tary ta spt up i eerretalton seluiaan the PtmM geemetry and the
flam rate n$ i pirt ef thi eyinl l effect s in thU fitld, partiiulir
@HperimfRii'i»Hh'eanMentianal'flyidS' if«-aarfarmi'd, the mm
being \$ 8at îfiTfBre*en-tatiM8 tmto uMiieft wm\$ mmpenti te
teaioi Qf absyt 11§ 19 em^mni It^ium aftparimanti f i
test deyifs* iiks the §ne ifteiim SR figure 1 [II .
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4. CORROSION EFFECTS

4.1. Preliminary remarks

This chapter concerns only the corrosion effects which may appear on the
outer part of the pipe when the sodium interacts with air in a rather
confined zone beneath the heat insulator.

It is obvious that these effects wiTTbe closely linked to the design of the
equipment mounted on the pipe and, i f corrosion appears, to the delay for
detection and sodium draining. Therefore, as for the previous research
topic, one must refer to the development activities covered by the ne»t
chapter.

However, regardless of the performance of the detection system(s), it is
necessary to know the rate of pipe urall damaging, at least for two
reasons:

(a) whatever this performance' is, i t wil l be difficult to eHciude
complete!^ a non-detection hazard due for instance to a very smalt leak.

(b) the performance of the detection system(s), thus their financial
weight, must be Connected to the damages which could result from their
inefficiency. Therefore, this rate of corrosion is an input data to the
development of adequate pipe equipment.

4.2. Evaluation of corrosion rates

Some experiments [2] have been performed on the test device outlined on
the figure 4.

The tested sample is a pipe section (50 cm long, 56 mm in diameter, 6 mm
thick) lit 31&L stainless stell, on which a small sodium leak is maintained
for a long time (up to 2000 hours). The main results obtained up to now
can be summarized as follows :

(a) significant corrosion only develops at temperature above
450-500°C,

(b) the corrosion observed is generalized : no cracking corrosion
effects occur below 600°C approHimatwely, on this steel grade,

(c) the corrosive agent is certainly sodium Guide Na2Q,
(d) the corrosion rate (pipe thickness reduction) at temperatures of

the order of 525-550°C is estimated between 2 to 10 micrans per hour.
This range of values is consistent with other unpublished data.
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However more eHperimental work is still needed on this subject in art1?*-
to obtain more accurate information on the corrosion rates and to assess
other related problems liable to be raised by curresibn-effectf ,'Kke
cracking/corrosion interactions, plugging effects, etc...

5. IERK DETECTION PERFORMRNCE RND PIPE EQUIPMENT

5.1. Preliminary remarks

When a ieak occurs, the sodium flow rote end/or the total quantity of
sodium teaking are obviously parameters governing the detection time.
Two other parameters, or sets of parameters, must also be considered :

(a) the distance between the crack and the detector, the sodium
species to deiect (liquid or aerosol) and the geometry of the path (for
instance: mail inclination).

(b) the obstacles liable to delay or to stop the sodium progression
toward the detector.

Additional factors include the detector response time and the reaction
time of the operators or the automatic intervention sequence.

These preliminary considerations together with previous remarks made in
chapters 3 and 4 show that the design of pipe equipment is the keystone
of teak detection before pipe failure and that the improvements in
detecting leaks are directly connected to the improvement of this
equipment - which must be made at a reasonable cost as compared with
the existing designs.

5.2. Main features of pipe equipment

The piping system equipment ensures the following functions :
(a) pipe support in various steady state and transient conditions:

this function is accomplished with supporting clamps connected to the
framework through counterweights, shock absorbers, etc...

(bl thermal insulation, generally using mineral woo? as inert as
possible against sodium ; other materials may also be considered (see
below).

(cj preheating of the pipe before sodium filling, .generally using
heating mires placed aiong the pipe with special attention to elbows,.
vaines, tees, storage or buffer tahfcs, component housings, etc...

t'd) leak detection immediatiy on contact with the pipe wall.
Id) )i>a!J temperature monitor:-*- 'ising thermocouples in -order to

control preheating operations or detect certain an lies, like sodium
stratification during transients.
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Whatever the option for each deuice insuring these functional
requirements is, this ouerali equipment must also meet the following
conditions:

(a) To be composed of materials compatible u'ith sodium, at least
during a sufficient time compared with leak detection time + pipe
draining time + cooling time,

(b) To be technically and economically attractive. One must keep in
mind that the cost not only includes the equipment ualue, but also the
installation costs and (aboue all) the dourn-time loss in the euent of
inspection or interuentjon,

it) To support long time operation and frequent transient conditions,
(d) To insure the required leak detection performance with a high

leuel of reliability.

5.3. Specific testing deuices

The research works related to the compatibility studies (a) do not need
sophisticated sodium means: small reaction tanks, laboratory ouens,
calorimeters etc.*., in order to measure the heat of reaction and to detect
any particular eaothermal reaction up to the maHimum operating
temperature on.the reactor circuit.

The inuestigation of the particular technical difficulties encountered
when mounting any type of pipe equipment on a circuit requires a specific
facility representing a pipe section with horizontal and uertical straight
parts, elboiiis, auKifiary pipe connection(s), supporting deuices, etc...
Using sodium in such a facility is not necessary ; only heating supply is
needed up to the operating temperatures in order to check, for instance.
that thermal insulation requirements are met. The same facility allou's
economic inuestigations on the proposed solutions.

Lv:ng term test* mentioned in t'c) can be performed on ewisting sodium
:ODDS either m research laboratories or on reactors prouidsd they do not
interfere with safety considerations.

iJJhen the proposed designs hsue met the aboue challenge, it remains to
:mess the performance of the corresponding detection. The FUTUKfi
facility (figure 5), under construction at the moment, null fulfill this
purpose. .. '

TiiG Isst section is an horizontal or uerticai pipe portion with its
^ equipment. It is installed in a uentad ceil where it is

'a tastaiso aerosol seniors.
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fl well controlled amount of sodium is injected near the pipe wall through
a high-pressure/ low flowrate membrane pump. Hie sodium to inject (25
liters epproKimatiuelg) is contained in a long uertical reservoir equipped
with a continuous level gauge. Due to the pump and injector functionnal
requirements, a purification unit insures impurity trapping.

The aimed flowrate values are below a few cubic centimeters per minute.

5.4. Proposed designs

Starting from enisling conventional pipe equipments (see figure 6) one
can improve the detection efficiency by inserting a suitable inert jacket
between the pipe-and the heat insulator in order to help sodium flow
towards the detector.c

However this design unavoidably increases costs in three areas: (i) the
cost of the additional material, (ii) the installation cost, and OH) the
higher down-time costs In the event of pipe inspection or repair.

Other solutions must therefore be developed to avoid these penalties and
even to reduce the overall cost, when taking into account all the factors.

One alternative is being investigated at the moment {figure 7) : it consists
of prefabricated half-shells with an atuminosiHcate core and an outer
mineral wool lager protected by a metal jacket.

Preheating and leak detection functions are ensured by a helical
nickel-chromium wire fitted in a groove on the inside surface. The groove
is designed in such a way that these functions are evenly distributed
close to the pipe wall. Thermocouples are welded on metallic patches set
at the surface. The outer jacket supports handles and a baa regrouping all
the electrical connections.

Preliminary leak detection performance test findings were reported {3].
The figure 8 shows the time for detection as a function of sodium leak
rate and a comparison is made between the "conventional" equipment of
figure 6 and this new type, additional tests will be performed on the
FUTUNS facility (figure 5).
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6. CONCLUSION

I t is certainly possible to enpect that the research and development
effort presented or suggested in this paper will conuince the safety
authorities that a sudden eatended sodium fire in a reactor bunding

': cannot tie the direct consequence cf a pipe rupture due to design
considerations ; the impreuement of leak detection systems may
garaatee that a leak resulting from a crack opening un^er loading
eeadiUems will be detected without fail before on unstable situation is
reached*

i t "ts also quite likely that this improvement can be done without
increasing the financial aspects inecmsieteratelg. Perhaps it w#\ ej*e;$i be
possible to reduce them provided new designs ere developed far pipe
equipments.

. However one cannot completely enclutfe that a fire may Happen as a
consequence of uneHpeeted reasons mainly related to uariqys
during reactor operation. UJhateyer the regulations meg be, many
examples id the past show, for instance, that human factors are
sometimes unpredictable. Ule may enpect that, euen in that case, a
careful design of the piping systems would throw out the e«tentied
sodium fires in the "beyond design" or "residual risk* categories, -
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Figure 1

Membrane stresses due to a-cold thermal shock

Figure 3

Test device for flowrate evaluation through a crack
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Figure 2
In-sodium facility for studying

crack propagation on a pipe section
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Figure 4

Test facility for assessing corrosive effects
due to a sodium leak
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Figure 5
Schematic diagram of the facility
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Figure 6

"Classical" equipment of a large sodium pipe
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Figure 7

Semi-shell ceramic equipment of large sodium pipes
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Detection time versus leak flowrate


